


a set of multi-entry electronic 
identification keys to African FF 

originally the keys were provided as supplementary files to the paper,  
(http://dx.doi.org/10.3897/zookeys.428.7366) 

 
BUT 

NO IMAGES AND NO UPDATES THERE 
 

the updated versions of the keys are only available at: 
https://fruitflykeys.africamuseum.be 

 
you can also contact: 

massimiliano.virgilio@africamuseum.be 
marc.de.meyer@africamuseum.be 

 



launch the key 

right click html file 



•  be sure your Java is uptaded (google: “verify java version”) 
•  if it doesn’t work try a different browser (explorer, firefox, safari, etc.) 

choose a browser 

launch the key 



activate and authorise whatever you can activate and authorise 

launch the key 



key structure 
 

if you can already tell the genus,  
select the corresponding key.  
 
Seven keys available: 
•  to Capparimyia 
•  to Carpophthoromyia 
•  to Ceratitis 
•  to Bactrocera + Zeugodacus + Dacus 
•  to Neoceratitis 
•  to Perilampsis 
•  to Trirhithrum 



key structure 
alternatively: 

start from genus 
identification 

and just proceed until a species is identified 
(the suitable generic key will be automatically 

launched once the genus is identified) 



key structure 

characters in morphological groupings: 
•  head 
•  wings 
•  thorax 
•  abdomen 

•  (plus sex) 



click to unfold and see images 

key structure 



click to see explanatory illustrations 

key structure 



tick box to select 

key structure 



reducing the key complexity: 
using the option “subsets” 



reduce the n. of species 
(e.g., for preliminary screening) 

from	95	species	

to	21	
economically	
important	
species	



reduce the n. of characters: 
start trying “easy characters”! 

from	48	
“mixed”	
characters	

to	15	
“easy”	

characters	



many charachters are sex related: 
 

eliminate the unnecessary characters  
by specifying the specimen sex 

AT FIRST 



let the software choose the “best” character 
for the identification of your species 

op;on	
“best”	



if you can’t answer,  
just skip to the “next best” character 

op;on	
“next	best”	



if you do answer,  
use “best” again and proceed (don’t use “next best”!) 



if you are not completely sure 
you can give multiple answers 



check the n. of species remaining 
after every character score 



if you can’t reduce the n. of species 
increase the n. of characters 

(option “subsets”): 

easy charachters 

medium 

difficult 



if you are stuck then 
just check the differences  

between few remaining species 

option “differences + show all 
features” 

(e.g. between C. cosyra and C. striatella) 

x	



final selection 

right click 



verify species description and images! 



have a look at the hyperlinks 

		


